World No Tobacco Day: Nurses Called to Prepare and Fight the Disproportionate Health Risks of
COVID-19 in Smokers
Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) has shone a spotlight on the egregious reality of risk and
racial inequities, particularly in current and former smokers and has amplified the opportunity to
address these racial inequities through effective treatment of tobacco use disorder and nicotine
dependence. In honor of the World Health Organization’s World No Tobacco Day campaign on May 31,
2020, we recognize the people (our patients) who have fallen victim to tobacco dependence and stand
by them to advocate for them, and protect them from the deleterious effects of tobacco use. Quitting
tobacco products, including cessation of cigarettes, has immediate, short-term, and long-term health
benefits.1 As members of the 4 million-strong nurses in the US and 21 million worldwide we are
uniquiely positioned to combat tobacco dependence and squash tobacco use in many ways including
helping our patients quit smoking.
Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) infection and the resulting
COVID-19 pandemic has had far reaching effects around the world. Subsequent evidence suggests that
the highly contagious and aggressive COVID-19 may be particularly dangerous for current and former
cigarette smokers2, especially those who suffer from smoking related disorders including chronic
cardiovascular and pulmonary disorders.3 Even more concerning is recent evidence that demonstrates
illness, hospitalization, and mortality from COVID-19 disproportionately affects ethnic and racial
minority communities, just as the rates of smoking are higher in these minority groups. Awareness and
understanding of the underlying factors and direct contributors to such outcomes in high-risk patients is
critical for nurses to take action and save lives.
It is well established that cigarettes contain the upwards of 7,000 chemicals and 69
carcinogens.4 These chemicals and the primary constituents (N-nitrosamines, polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs), aromatic and heterocyclic amines, aldehydes, heavy metals, and other additives)
of tobacco smoke from the combustion of a lit cigarette, are known irritants to the vital tissues of the
body.5,6 Repetitive exposure to these toxicants, through routine cigarette smoking, causes systemic
inflammation and damage throughout the body, including the vasculature (vessels) and organs. The
pulmonary system, including the trachea, airways (large and small), and lower respiratory tract, as well
as the endothelial (mucosal) lining of these anatomic structures, are negatively targeted by cigarette
smoke exposure. This direct respiratory tract exposure and diffusion of toxicants across the alveoli
cause local tissue deterioration and pathologic changes to the alveolar walls. Irreversible changes that
distort the vital function of the respiratory tract are occurring faster than the body can repair these
injuries. These changes lead to conditions of lung impairment, including asthma, chronic inflammatory
pulmonary processes like bronchitis, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, emphysema, and
pulmonary fibrosis7 that often lead to premature death. Furthermore, smoking causes impaired
immune function with current smokers at higher morbidity and mortality risk from seasonal respiratory
infections.8-10
The dangerous intersection of COVID-19 and smokers is not an aberrant coincidence.
Vulnerable populations and minority groups suffer disproportionate rates of tobacco dependence and
related morbidity and mortality. These populations are represented by adults aged 25-44, people who
have lower levels of education, are living at or below the poverty level, uninsured or on state Medicaid
health plans, members of ethnic and racial minority groups, people who suffer from disabilities or

mental health illness, and men and women who identify as gay, lesbian, or bisexual.11-13 Many of these
social determinants of health and risk factors for tobacco (nicotine) dependence are the same as those
that place people at risk for food insecurity, unstable housing and unsafe living conditions, lack of access
to healthcare, and subsequent delayed diagnosis of illness. These direct determinants of health position
smokers at high risk for developing COVID-19, suffering protracted illness and complications from this
disease, and higher than average death rates with members of ethnic and racial minority groups
seemingly at highest risk.14,15
To support World No Tobacco Day and in the spirit of preparing nurses in the fight against
tobacco, you are welcomed to visit the American Nurses Association tobacco cessation webpage for
useful tips, facts, stats, and quit tools to help your patients today. The 2020 CDC Tips for Former
Smokers Campaign page features stories from former smokers to help your patients along their
cessation journey. Also, learn how to promote and facilitate smoking cessation within your clinical
practice by viewing the American Academy of Nurse Practitioners (AANP) FREE continuing education
(CE), Strategies to Facilitate Smoking Cessation This CE may be accessed by setting up a free CE account
(no membership required) at https://aanp.inreachce.com/Details/Information/929537b4-d2c6-410d809b-8b3ed76b76d8?ref=featured
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